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Formulas for the spin density at the metal nucleus in alkali radical ion pairs are derived by means of 
molecular orbital theory combined with first order perturbation theory. The formulas have been used for 
computer calculations of the metal spin density in the Na naphthalene (NaNl) ion pair. The results show 
that the zero- and first-order contributions to the metal spin density are of the same order of magnitude, 
but have different signs, and that the sign of the total spin density at the Na nucleus varies with the position 
of the Na ion in the ion pair. The experimentally observed dependence of the sign of the alkali coupling 
constant upon the atomic number of the metal is related to the difference in polarizing influence exerted 
by small and large ions on the ir MO’s of the aromatic ion. The temperature dependence of the metal coupling 
constant is explained by taking into account the change in the average position or the root-mean-square 
position of the alkali ion with a change in temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1961, Atherton and Weissman inferred from their 
ESR experiments on solutions of Na naphthalene 
(NaNl) that a certain amount of unpaired electron 
spin density was present at the alkali nucleus in the 
NaNl ion pair.1 Since then, similar phenomena have 
been observed for numerous other systems. In 1965, 
De Boer proposed, on the basis of ESR experiments on 
Cs pyracene, that this spin density could be positive 
as well as negative and that sometimes a change in 
sign could occur with a change in temperature.2 Later 
a number of systems was found in which a similar 
change in sign seemed to occur.3 The existence of posi­
tive and negative metal spin densities was proven 
recently by N M R experiments,4-8 and for a few systems 
a change in sign was indeed observed.4’8 Two trends 
seemed to emerge from the NM R data. First, the metal 
hyperfine splitting constant (hfsc) showed a tendency 
to become negative with increasing atomic number,6’8 
a conclusion which was predicted at the same time by 
others on the basis of ESR data.9 Second, a decrease 
in temperature was often found to be accompanied by 
a decrease in the magnitude of the metal hfsc, some­
times resulting in a change in sign from positive to 
negative.4-6,8 Several models have been proposed to 
explain the existence of a nonzero spin density at the 
metal nucleus and, in a few cases, they have been 
worked out in detail.
Atherton and Weissman originally suggested that 
mixing of s orbitals of the metal with ir orbitals of the 
aromatic ion might produce metal spin densities of the 
correct order of magnitude.1 They did not consider 
the possibility of negative metal spin densities and no 
detailed calculations were reported. They described 
the dependence of the metal hfsc on the temperature by 
considering the vibration the alkali metal presumably
performs in the potential well of the ion pair and the 
dependence of the amplitude of this vibration upon the 
temperature. Other models, based on earlier theories 
of Winstein and Grunwald,10 were proposed to explain 
the temperature dependence of the metal hfsc: Hirota 
and Kreilick explained their ESR data by assuming 
the existence of an equilibrium between solvent sepa- 
rated and contact ion pairs in which the value of the 
metal hfsc would be different.11** Hogen-Esch and Smid 
used the same model to explain their uv data.llb On the 
other hand, N M R data obtained for Cs biphenyl in 
diglyme5 could only be explained on the basis of the 
“ static”  model of Chang, Slates, and Szwarc.IIc
Aono and Oohashi performed calculations on NaNl 
on the basis of a charge transfer model and also cal- 
culated the temperature dependence of the Na hfsc, 
a, by using the vibrational model of Atherton and 
Weissman.12 The slope they calculated for the a vs T 
curve, however, although of the correct order of mag­
nitude, turned out to be smaller than the experimentally 
measured slopes. They also indicated that in some 
systems bonding of the alkali ion with the <r-electron 
system of the radical might produce nonzero metal 
hfsc’s. An example of such a system was recently in- 
vestigated by the N M R method.7
To explain the occurrence of negative metal hfsc, 
De Boer considered positions of the metal ion in the 
nodal plane of the first antibonding molecular orbital 
(MO) of the aromatic ir system.2 For such a position, 
the zero order spin density vanishes and first order— 
possibly negative— contributions become important. 
He argued that the admixture of metal p orbitals into 
the tt MO’s of the aromatic ion might produce a nega­
tive spin density at the metal through core polariza- 
tion. For the explanation of the temperature dependence 
of the metal hfsc, he used the vibrational model of 
Atherton and Weissman.
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Pedersen and Griffin performed an INDO calculation 
for LiNl. They found negative spin densities for short 
distances between the Li and the NI ion, but ran into 
convergence problems for larger distances.13 The de- 
pendence of the Li hfsc on the position of the Li ion 
in the ion pair seemed to be consistent with an explana- 
tion of the temperature dependence of the metal hfsc 
on the basis of the vibrational model.
The most elaborate calculations up till now were re- 
ported by Goldberg and Bolton for different alkali NI 
systems.14 They performed a Hückel-McClelland MO 
calculation, accounting for the polarization of the 
tt M O’s by the metal ion, and they considered the ad- 
mixture of the metal valence j  orbital into the first 
antibonding MO of the Nl. However, since they per­
formed only a zero order calculation, they were unable 
to account for negative spin densities.
In this article we consider ion pairs in which the 
radical anion is a planar ir system. The case that the 
alkali ion is bonded to the <r-electron system of the 
radical is not considered since the mechanism which 
produces spin density at the metal nucleus in this 
situation seems to be well understood.7’12'15 General 
formulas for the metal spin density will be presented 
in Sec. II. They are derived by means of MO theory 
and first-order perturbation theory. It is shown that 
De Boer’s original explanation for the occurrence of 
negative metal spin densities is not valid. The formulas 
are applied to the special case of a NaNl ion pair and 
the expressions for the Na hfsc which were used for the 
computer calculations are given. Details about the 
calculations and the approximations used are presented 
in Sec. III and the results are presented and discussed 
in Sec. IV. On the basis of these results, the dependence 
of the sign of the metal hfsc upon the atomic number 
of the alkali nucleus and the dependence of magnitude 
and sign of the hfsc upon temperature are discussed. 
Finally, a few conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. THEORY
For the description of the wave function of the ion 
pair, we use as M O’s linear combinations of carbon 2pz 
atomic orbitals (AO’s), {x<}> denoted by Latin sub­
scripts and AO’s of the alkali metal, {x„}> denoted by 
Greek subscripts. The AO, Xi, is centered on the carbon 
atom C; of the aromatic molecule. We assume that the 
M O’s have been obtained from a variational calculation 
with a one electron Hamiltonian 3C, so that they are or- 
thogonal and that, as the interaction between metal 
ion and aromatic ion will usually be small, the MO’s, 
apart from a normalization constant, may be presented 
by
ï i = V + Z c , i X., (la)
V
4 V = X ,+ Z  c f  *ƒ>. (lb )
Here $»° represents a ir MO of the free aromatic ion, 
and the c*  and c f  are mixing constants. The MO’s of 
the ion pair thus closely resemble those of the free ions. 
The M O’s, {<£>.} and {$ „}, will be called “ aromatic”  
and “ metallic”  MO’s, respectively. In subscripting the 
M O’s, the following conventions are used. The ra-bond- 
ing MO’s of the aromatic ion are denoted by $i°, • • •, 
$m°, and the first antibonding MO by $m+1°. The core 
AO’s of the metal are denoted by xi«, • • •, X{, and the 
valence AO’s by xM, XnP, etc. An arbitrary MO, either 
metallic or aromatic, which is doubly occupied in the 
zero-order ground state of the ion pair will be denoted 
by and an arbitrary empty MO by
The zero order ground state wavefunction of the ion 
pair, corresponding to the configuration Ar~Me+, in 
which Ar and Me denote, respectively, the aromatic 
molecule and the metal atom, can now be presented by 
the Slater determinant
2* 0= [ i / ( i\ n )1/2]  | «M v  • • -M >{ I,
(2)
in which N is the number of electrons described by the 
wavefunction. An MO without a bar describes an elec­
tron with an a spin and an MO with a bar an electron 
with a /3 spin. Taking into account electron correlation 
results in an improved ground state wavefunction 
which, apart from a normalization constant, is given by
(3)
i
The summation over i runs over all the excited doublet 
wavefunctions 2\t\', which are linear combinations of 
Slater determinants. The mixing coefficients X; can be 
calculated by perturbation theory with the use of the 
perturbation Hamiltonian 3C1, defined by
=  E  («Vra)- |
i>3
Here r,-, is the distance between electrons i  and j ,  e is the 
electric charge of an electron and the summation is 
over all pairs of electrons. The spin density p{Tk) at 
the metal nucleus is given by the expectation value of 
the spin density operator pov(in ), in which is the 
radius vector of the metal nucleus. pop( r) is defined by16
p0p(r) = M z~l E  Sz,iS (T i-i), (4)
i
in which Sz,i is the operator for the z component of the 
angular momentum of electron i, M z=  (%2i Sz,i), S(r) 
is the Dirac delta function and r; is the radius vector 
of electron i. The summations over i run over all the 
ectelrons in the wavefunction. Using the Eqs. (3) and
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(4) the expression for p ( tn )  becomes 
p ( r N ) =  < % o  | PopCr*) | * ¥ 0>
+  2 Z X .-I  <^o|poP(r^) | ^ )|  
i
+ Z  E  I Pop(r^) ! %•). (5)
* i
A wavefunction can be characterized by the number of 
singly occupied MO’s in the Slater determinants of 
which it is built. A wavefunction | n) of type n will 
have 2 « + l  singly occupied MO’s in its Slater deter­
minants; **0 will be represented by | 0), and the other 
wavefunctions of type 0 by | 0 '). Since poP(r) is a sum 
of one electron operators, (n | pop(r) | tn )= 0, unless 
n— m = — 1, 0 or 1. Therefore, if in Eq. (5) the terms 
quadratic in the A’s are neglected, only terms like 
(0 | pOP(rN) | 0), (0 | pop(rjr) | 0 '), and (0 [ p„P(rjv) | 1) 
remain. They are discussed below:
(1) From the Eqs. (2) and (4 ), one finds for the 
first term of Eq. (5)
(0 | pop(rAr) | ())= [ - W r * )  |2 > 0 .
(2) Since pOP(r) is a sum of one electron operators, 
it follows that (0 | pop(rjv) | 0 ')= 0  unless the Slater 
determinants representing | 0) and | 0 ') differ in only 
one MO. Therefore, we only need to consider wave­
functions | 0 ') which can be obtained from 2^ o by ex- 
citing an electron from a doubly occupied MO $ z into 
<3?m+i or by exciting the unpaired electron out of ^m+i 
into an empty MO % . The wavefunctions belonging to 
the corresponding excited states will be denoted by
x,m+i and 2^ m+i,y, respectively, and the corresponding 
X’s by Xz.m+i and Am+i,„. The sum of the contributions 
from these excitations to p(rjvr) together with the term 
(0 | Pop(rjv) | 0) discussed above will be denoted by
po. po is approximately given by 
Po^l tfV+i(rjv) + 2  AI,„i+i<ï,z(riv)
X
+ E  |2 > 0, (6)
y
in which the summations over x  and y  run over the 
doubly occupied and empty M O’s of the ion pair in the 
zero orderground state, respectively. The error made 
in this approximation is quadratic in the X’s and is 
probably small. According to first-order perturbation 
theory, Xx,„n-i and Xm+i.j, are given by
’ i^;1 2[ii \ x [ i x  \ t]
Xl.TTvfl 2_i ~ ~
■E'x
^m+1 ,
1
2[ii | y m + 1 ] — [iy  | m + 1 i]
-Em+l E y
(7a)
(7b)
in which Ek is the zero-order energy of the MO 3>*. The 
integrals [ i j  \ kl~] which occur in the Eqs. (7) are de- 
fined by
[ i j  | ƒ * i*(l)*»*(2) (ey rn) $,-(1 ) (2) rfrl(/r2. (8)
Equation (6) shows that excitations producing states 
of the type [ 0 ')  can probably not produce negative 
metal spin densities.
(3) As was done for the terms (0 | p0p(i>) | 0 '), it 
can be shown that for the evaluation of the elements 
(0 j pop(r.v) | 1 ) only configurations | 1 ) need to be 
considered which are obtained from 2^ o by exciting 
an electron from a doubly occupied MO into an 
empty MO % . The wavefunction corresponding to the 
excitation x—+y for which (0 | pov(rN) 1 ) ^ 0  is denoted 
by ^ x,v and is given by
2^ x,v=  (6) -«*  { [2 /  (N !)1/2]  • • • * • • • •••*,$,
The corresponding mixing coëfficiënt in Eq. (3) is de­
noted by \XlV and, according to first order perturbation 
theory, is given by
X*,* = H6)1/2{!>+1 * I y m + iy(E .-E .)):  (10)
The corresponding contribution to the spin density, 
which will be denoted by px,y, is given by
P*,„=D4/(6)u*]X.* I *-(rjr)«w(rjr) [, (11)
and the sum of these contributions is denoted by pi and 
can be presented by the following expression
Pl=E JL P x , y =  [4 /(6)1/2J X) £  Xz,j/ I 3>z(rw)^v(rw) !■ 
x  y  x  y
(12)
Here, the summations over x  and y  run over the doubly
- m - w
- ( i V ! ) - 1'2 !
• * * |
• < M v■ • • |}. (9)
occupied and the empty MO’s of the ion pair in the 
ground state, respectively. The calculation of pi can 
be simplified by considering the elements px,y in more 
detail. Starting points for the following discussion are 
the Eqs. (10) and (12).
In the beginning of this section, the MO’s were di- 
vided into aromatic and metallic M O’s. Consequently, 
the pXlV can be divided in four categories.
A. Local Metal Excitations
The first category derives from excitations x—>y in 
which and are a doubly occupied metallic MO 
and an empty metallic M04>m, respectively. They cor- 
respond to configurations Ai^(M e+)*  in which the 
metal ion is in an excited state. The contribution of 
these excitations to pi is denoted by pa and, according
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Table I. Isotropic hyperfine splitting constants for the free alkali atoms in the n?S and » 2P  state.
6Li 7Li 23Na 3!IK ^Rb 87Rb 133Cs
A (n2S) Xh 1, Mc/sec 152.1 401.8 886 231 1012 3417 2298
A (»2P) X lr 1, Mc/seca -1 0 .9 -2 8 .7 - 0 . 5 b —0.2b 2 8 28
Rev. 98, 611 (1955); J. N. Dodd and R. W. N. Kinnear, Proc. Phys. Soc. 
(London) 75, 51 (1960); H. Ackermann, Z. Phys. 194, 253 (1966); M. 
Baumann, W . Hartmann, H. Krüger, and A. Oed, ibii. 194, 270 (1966); 
M . Baumann, Z. Naturforsch. 24a, 1049 (1969). K : P. Buckand I. I. Rabi, 
Phys. Rev. 107, 1291 (1957). R b : B. Senitzky and I. I. Rabi, Phys. Rev. 
103, 315 (1956) ; H. A. Schüssler, Z. Phys. 182, 289 (1965). Cs; S. Svanberg 
and S. Rydberg, Z . Phys. 227, 216 (1969).
a Apart from Cs no relativistic or volume corrections have been applied 
to calculate A  (n2P ).
b The sign of A (n2P ) is uncertain; see the Appendix. The following 
references were used in the calculation o f A (n2S)  and A (n*P): A (n*S) : 
P. Kusch and H. Taub, Phys. Rev. 75, 1477 (1949). A (w *P): L i: K. C. 
Brog, T . G. Eek, and H. Wieder, Phys. Rev. 153, 91 (1967); G. J. Ritter. 
Can. J. Phys. 43, 770 (1965); J. D. Lyons, R. T. Pu, and T. P. Das, Phys. 
Rev. 178, 103 (1969). Na: M. L. Perl, I. I. Rabi, and B. Senitzky, Phys.
to Eqs. (10) and (12), is given by
P M  =  Z  £  pv,v. =  2 23 23 V H w + 1 ] / ( £ m— E y) }
v u  VU
X | $„(rAr)<ï>„(r)vr) |.
To simplify this expression, $ ,(ry)$„(r]y) is replaced 
by Xv(rAr)x»i(rw) and E^—E, by A w h i c h  is the 
energy difference between the AO’s Xv and x  ^in the free 
me tal atom. Furthermore, for the evaluation of the 
integral \_m-\-1 v \ n m + 1], we only consider the ad- 
mixture of x™ and — which are valence AO’s of the 
metal— into 4Vh- The errors involved in these replace- 
ments are small. In this way the expression for pm 
becomes
Pm = 2 | cnsm+l |2 23 13 C (ns v | n ns) / A
v n
X | Xv(rjv)xM(rAr) |
+  2 | cnpm+l |2 £  23 \_(np v | n «/>)/AE,,J
v n
X  | x»(rw)xc(rw) |. (13)
The integrals (pq j rs) which occur in this expression 
are defined by
(Pq I rs) =  ƒ x/(l)xr*(2) (e2A12)xa(l)x3( 2 ) ^ r 5.
The first and the second sum in Eq. (13) represent the 
contribution to the metal spin density from the po- 
larization of the metal core by the unpaired electron 
through the admixture of and xnjJ, respectively, 
in
The first sum in Eq. (13) can be compared with the 
spin density caused by the unpaired valence electron 
through core polarization in the n2S  state of the free 
atom. Goodings has shown17 that for Li, Na, and K 
this spin density is positive and amounts to 20%-30% 
of the spin density caused directly by the ns electron 
through the Fermi contact interaction. This part of 
pM, therefore, can never give rise to negative spin den- 
sities. Instead of calculating it in detail, it is more con- 
venient to take core polarization terms of this type into 
account in a semiempirical way by adjusting the pa­
rameter used in the conversion of spin densities into 
coupling constants. This will be discussed in Sec. III.
Terms of the type occurring in the second sum of 
Eq. (13) were originally held responsible for the occur- 
rence of negative spin densities.2 As mentioned in the 
Introduction, this assumption is not granted by a more 
detailed analysis. This can be seen as follows. The 
second sum in Eq. (13) can be compared with the spin 
density at the metal nucleus p(n2P) when the free w  
atom is in the n2P  state. p(ralP) can be calculated 
from the hfsc in the nlP  state, A (n2P ), from the ex­
pression18
A  (n2P ) =  %iryeyKfi2p(n2P ) , (14)
in which y e and jn denote the gyromagnetic constants 
of the electron and the alkali nucleus, respectively, fi 
is the constant of Planck divided by 2ir and A (n 2P) 
is given in energy units. Values of A (n2P ) can be ob- 
tained from spectroscopie data as explained in the 
Appendix. Together with values of A {n 2S), the hfsc 
in the n2S state of the free alkali atom, they are pre- 
sented in Table I for different alkali isotopes. The 
data in this table show that, apart from Li, the ab­
solute value of the spin density at the metal nucleus 
due to core polarization by an np electron is less than 
1 %  of the spin density brought about by an ns electron. 
Moreover, the sign of this contribution changes from 
negative for Li to positive for Rb and Cs, which is
sum in Eq. (13) will therefore be neglected. In con- 
clusion, one can say that pM will be positive and that 
its contribution to the total spin density can be ac- 
counted for semiempirically. For this reason pM has 
been omitted from the final expression for pi.
B. Local Aromatic Excitations
The second category of contributions to p, derives 
from so-called local aromatic excitations, x—»y, in 
which both x  and y  denote aromatic MO’s. They are the 
complement of the local metal excitations discussed 
in the preceding paragraph and correspond to con- 
figurations (Ar~)*Me+ in which the aromatic ion is 
in an excited state. The sum of the contributions of 
this type will be denoted by pAr and, according to the
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Eqs. (10) and (12), is given by
PAr= £  £  Pii=  2 £  £  { CW+  1*1 j  y\/ (E j—Ei) }
i j  i  3
X | )$ƒ (!* ) |. (15)
The summations over i and j  run over the doubly oc- 
cupied and the empty MO’s, respectively, of the ion 
pair in the ground state. Unless the admixture of s or- 
bitals of the metal in the aromatic M O’s is large, one 
expects pAr to be small. Höwever, detailed calculations 
are needed to evaluate sign and magnitude of pAr. 
Results of these calculations are reported in Sec. IV.
The two remaining categories of excitations are so- 
called “ cross excitations,”  by which an electron is ex- 
cited out of an aromatic into a metallic MO or vice 
versa. They correspond to charge transfer (CT) states, 
and take into account the cross correlation between 
electrons in different moieties of the ion pair.
C. Aromatic-Metal Cross Excitations
Excitations of an electron out of a doubly occupied 
aromatic MO into an empty metallic MO <!>,, produce 
CT states Ar*Me or Ar*Me* in which the aromatic 
molecule or the aromatic molecule as well as the metal 
atom is in an excited state. Their total contribution to 
pi will be denoted by pAr.M- According to the Eqs. (10) 
and (12) pA r,M is given by
PAr.M =  £  £  p.>= 2 £ £ {| > + 1 * '| m ™ +  l ] / ( £ „ - £ 0  } 
i  p i n
X  | $i(r*r)$M(rw) I, (16)
in which the summations over i and fx run over the 
doubly occupied aromatic M O’s and the empty metallic 
M O’s respectively, of the ion pair in the ground state. 
Since the spin density at the metal nucleus in a CT 
state like Ar*Me is large, one expects excitations of this 
type to provide for a substantial contribution to pi. 
The sign of pAr,M can possibly be inferred from a con- 
sideration of the contribution to pAr.M from a particular 
excitation i—*ns. From the Eqs. (1) and (16), it follows 
that an important term in the expression for this con­
tribution pi,ns will be the term
2c,"*{ \jtn~\~ 1 i | i 7Yi-\-1]]/ (Erls Ei) }cnsi | Xns (r.v) | •
Since the integral will be positive, as will Ens—Ei, and 
since c j  and d ns will have different signs, this term 
will be negative. One expects, therefore, pAr.M usually 
to be negative. Results of calculations on p a i-,m  are re­
ported in Sec. IV.
D. Metal-Aromatic Cross Excitations
Excited configurations which are obtained from the 
zero-order ground state configuration by exciting an 
electron from a doubly occupied metallic MO into 
an empty aromatic MO correspond to CT states 
(Ar=)*Me++ and (Ar=)*(M e+ +)*, in which the aro­
matic ion or the aromatic ion as well as the metal ion is
in an excited state. Since the metallic MO’s are core 
type MO’s, which are strongly contracted, the overlap 
between the metal AO x« and the pure aromatic MO $ƒ  
will be small and consequently, their mixing will be 
small. In addition, \vj  will be small due to the large 
difference between E „ and Ej (e.g., the first ionization 
potential of Na amounts to 5.14 eV while the second 
ionization potential amounts to 47.3 eV19). On the 
other hand, the contraction of core s orbitals will pro­
vide for a large probability amplitude of x„ at the 
nucleus. The latter two effects (large energy difference 
and large density of core s AO’s at the nucleus) also 
play a role in the local metal excitations discussed 
above. The overlap effect, however, does not play a 
role in the local metal excitations, but it does affect 
the elements p„,y, making their total contribution prob- 
ably smaller than pM- Therefore, the effect of metal- 
aromatic cross excitations on the spin density has been 
neglected.
The results of the preceding discussion can be sum- 
marized and simplified as follows:
(a) The total spin density at the metal nucleus, 
p(rN) , is given by
p(rjv) =po+pi- (17)
The zero order spin density, po, is > 0  and is given by 
the Eqs. (6) and (7). The first-order spin density, pi, 
is given by
P l= P A r + P A r ,M  (18)
in which pAr and pAr,m are given by the Eqs. (15) and 
(16), respectively.
(b) Of the complete set of AO’s of the metal only the 
valence AO’s and higher AO’s need to be considered. 
Since only 5 orbitals have a nonzero probability density 
at the nucleus and since, of these s AO’s, the valence 
AO will show the largest mixing with the MO’s 
only this AO will be considered in the calculations. The 
expressions for the aromatic and metallic M O’s then 
reduce to £cf. the Eqs. (1 )]
( l 9a)
$ ™ = X »s+ £  c."s $<°. ( l 9b)
i
Finally, for $ (r^ ) and 4>„,(rw), the following simpli­
fied expressions will be used:
$ i ( rjv) =  Cn/ Xns ( rn) , (20a)
$nS(rAr)=Xn*(rAr), (20b)
which means that the terms ^ “(r#) have been ne­
glected. This is justified because, for instance, for Li, 
Na, and K, eyen for a C -M e distance as short as 2 A, 
the density of a carbon 2pz-M )  at the metal nucleus is 
about three orders of magnitude smaller than | Xns(rw) |2.
In the next paragraph Eqs. (6) , (7), and (15)-(20) 
will be evaluated for the case of a Na naphthalene 
(NaNl) ion pair.
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E. Application to a NaNl Ion Pair
The molecular axis system used in the calculations 
on NaNi is shown in Fig. 1 . To simplify the discussions 
and the calculations, we consider only positions of the 
Na nucleus in the X Z  plane. This has the advantage 
that the ion pair has at least Cs symmetry, which allows 
one to restrict the number of excitations to be taken 
into account on the basis of symmetry considerations. 
The bonding MO’s of pure NI are denoted by $ x0, • • •, 
3>5°; the antibonding MO’s by $ 6°, • • *, $ 10°■ W  is the 
first antibonding MO. The symmetries of these MO’s 
are given in Table II. The valence s AO of Na will be 
denoted by xss- In the following, the expressions for po 
and pi are given.
F. Zero Order Spin Density p0
Symmetry arguments show that, apart from the 
ground state configuration ^o, the only configurations 
to be considered for the calculation of p0 derive from 
the excitations 1—>-6, 4—>6, 6—>8, 2—>6 and 6—>3s. The 
first three excitations are expected to give small con- 
tributions to po, since the symmetries of the corre- 
sponding parent M O’s ($i° and <£6°, $ 4° and $ 6°, and 
$ 6° and $ 8°, respectively) do not match; they are 
therefore neglected. According to Eq. (6) and (20), 
the expression for p0 then becomes
Po— I C3s6+X2,6C3s2+X6,3s |2 | X3»(fAf )  |2. (2 1 )
According to Eq. (7), X2,6 and X6,3S are given by
T a b l e  II. Symmetries of the MO’s of pure NI according 
to their representations in the groups Du and C,.
® 2[ii I 2 6 ] —[i 2 I 6 i ]
2'6 -2 "  p p------------’i=i £L§—£L2
2[ii | 6 3^]— 6 | 3s f\ 
Er—Es,= £i=1
(22a)
(22b)
MO D-2h C„ MO Dik C,
1 Biu A' 6 Big A’
2 Bzg A' 7 Bzg A"
3 Bsg A" 8 Biu A'
4 B\u A' 9 A u A"
5 Au A" 10 Big A"
(*= 1, 4) is given by
Pi, 8=  2 { [ 6 i |8 6J/(Es--E i ) }c3a% 8s \ X3»(rn) |2 (24)
G. First-Order Spin Density pi
According to Eq. (18), for the calculation of pi, only 
PAr and paf.m need to be considered.
1  • PAr
As was done for the calculation of po, one can show 
from symmetry arguments that the only excitations 
which may give a substantial contribution to pAr are 
the excitations 1—>8 and 4 -^»8. Thus, according to Eq.
(15), pAr is given by
PAr=Pl,8+P4,8) (23)
and from the Eqs. (15) and (20), it follows that pf,8
Z
F ig . 1. Molecular axis 
system used in the cal­
culations on NaNl.
2. PAr.M.
In a similar way, one finds for paf.m from the Eqs.
(16) and (20)
PAr,M =  Pl,3s+P2,3«+P4,3s, (25)
P>.3»=2{[6 i | 3s 6] / (E3s—E i) }c3/  | xss(hv) |2
(* = 1 ,2 ,4 ) . (26)
The Eqs. (21 )-(26 ) were used to perform the computer 
calculations, of which the details are discussed in the 
next section.
III. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS
In the following, the choice of M O’s $<°, the values 
choosen for the energies Et and E3s, the formulas and 
parameters used for the evaluation of c3si and e<3s, the 
calculation of the integrals [ i j  | kt] and [ i j  \ k 3s], and 
the value of the parameter used to convert spin den- 
sities into coupling constants are discussed. In addi- 
tion, the evaluation of p0 and details about the com­
puter programs are discussed.
A. MO’s $i° and Energies £ , and E3s
For the MO’s $i°, Hückel MO’s were used.20 The 
energies Ei of the M O’s were set equal to the energies 
of the unperturbed MO’s $i°. For the energy of the 
MO 3>s# a value of —8.3 eV was used which is equal to 
the oxidation potential of neutral N l.21 The energies of 
the other MO’s were derived from this value by 
taking the Hückel energy difïerence between and 
$ 5° into account and using for the Hückel resonance 
integral parameter ft a value of —2.371 eV.20’21 The 
energies E, are given in Table III. A value for ESs was 
obtained by setting the energy difïerence between $6 
and $ 3, equal to the enthalpy AH of the reaction 
between atomic Na and Nl in solution
N a+ N l—>Na+Nl-
According to this definition, Ee—E3s =  AJJ. AH is given
by22
Afl'=£N l+-fN a+Affs0lv+ ö) (27)
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T a b l e  III. Energies of the aromatic MO’s used in 
the calculations.
MO E, eV MO E,éV
1 -12 .293 6 -5 .371
2 -10 .670 7 -4 .4 6 5
3 -9 .9 2 3 8 -3 .7 4 8
4 -9 .2 0 5 9 -3 .001
5 -8 .3 0 0 10 -1 .3 7 8
in which ENi is the electron affinity of Nl, /Na is the 
ionization potential of Na, AHeoiv is the enthalpy 
change due to the change in solvation of the reactants, 
and Q is the Coulomb energy of the ions in the ion pair. 
AffSoiv depends mainly on the solvation of the Na ion 
in the ion pair. The quantity AH', defined by
A ff'=  AZZ+Lne,
in which Zn* is the sublimation energy of metallic Na, 
has been determined experimentally for a number of 
systems.22 Since Ln8=  1.013 eV22 and E6=  —5.371 eV 
(see Table I I I ) , E-is can be calculated directly from the 
equation
E u =  — 4.36—A ff' eV.
Since A ff' varies with solvent, £ 3» varies with solvent. 
A minimum of —4.36 eV for Eu is found if A27' =  0. 
On the other hand, in systems like Na+biphenyl in 
diethoxyethane (D E E), AH' may become as low as 
— 0.95 eV.22 One expects therefore that for NaNl in 
different solvents ESs may vary from —4.4 eV to —3.3 
eV. For NaNl in DEE, AH '=  —0.52 eV,23 which is prob- 
ably the reaction enthalpy for the formation of con­
tact ion pairs. Using this value for AH', one finds 
£ 38=  —3.84 eV. Apart from performing the calcula­
tions for Ess=  —3.84 eV, in the next section the vari- 
ation of pi with E?,s will be considered. The calculation 
for ESs=  —3.84 eV has special significance, since for 
this value of Egs X3s and $s° are nearly degenerate, and 
it becomes of interest to see how pi, pAr and pai-.m are 
affected when appreciable mixing occurs between xsa 
and one of the antibonding MO’s of Nl.
B. Coefficients and a u
For the calculation of the coëfficiënt Cs»* the following 
formula was used24
C3S’ =  {H iM—EiSi,ss) / (Ei—Esz), (28)
and a similar one was used for the calculation of c,3s. 
Si,ss is the overlap integral between and X3s and is 
given by
S i , 3s= ( $ i °  | X 3 s )
1 0
=  Z  bijix i  I X3«)
3=1
10
=  £  bij cosBj(2p„ I 3s)j, 
j= 1
in which the bij are the coefficients of the 2pz AO’s x, in 
the MO $i°, dj is the angle between the Z  axis and the 
vector Tj,N=TN— Tj, Tj being the radius vector of C atom 
Cj, and (2p„ \ 3s)j is the overlap integral for a 2p„- 
orbital at Cj, and X3s- Values for 2p„ \ 3s) j were cal­
culated from the formulas given by Mulliken et al,25 
These formulas were used with values of 1.625 and 
0.733 for the parameters nc and MNa occurring in these 
formulas.25 For the calculation of the vectors r, it was 
assumed that the carbon skeleton of Nl consists of two 
regular hexagons with distances between adjacent C 
atoms of 1.40 A. H {,3s denotes the matrix element 
($i° [ 3C | X3s)- According to Wolfsberg and Helmholz26 
these elements can be approximated by
Hi,Ss=  (F/2) (E i+ E Ss) Si,S3, (29)
in which F  is an adjustable parameter which must 
satisfy the condition 1 < F < 2. Usually F  is chosen 
between 1.8 and 2.0.26 For our calculations, we used for 
F  a value of 2.0. A change in F from 2.0 to 1.9 changed 
the values of ai by + 0 .2  to +0 .3  G. Equation (28) is 
strictly va lid only for a variational calculation with a 
basis set of two orbitals under the condition
| H E i+ E i.)S iM | «  | E -E s s  \. (30)
Although our basis set consists of 11 orbitals, Eq. (28) 
is still a good approximation due to the fact that the 
mixing of the MO’s $,-° with each other under the in- 
fluence of the Hamiltonian 3C is negligible. Condition 
(30) was always satisfied except for E-is=  —3.84 eV, 
in which case c3s8 and c83*, as calculated from (28), 
difïered by 10 % - 20%  from the values calculated by 
solving the secular equations for $ 8° and xz* exactly. 
However, this occurred only for a few positions of the 
Na ion, for which Ss ,ss reached a maximum.
C. Integrals [ij \ kl] and [ij \ k 3j]
Integrals [ i j  \ kï] were calculated by replacing MO’s 
by 3>n°. In this way, the integral [ i j  | kf\ becomes 
a sum of integrals (pq \ rs ). These integrals were eval- 
uated by using the zero differential overlap (ZDO) 
approximation.27,28 Values for the integrals (pp \ qq) 
were taken from Table I  of Ref. (20).
Integrals [ij \ k 3s] are approximately given by
10
[ij | k 3 j-]^c3/ & '  | 3 ^ 3 ° + X) c?s[ij | kff, (31)
in which the zero superscripts at the integrals indicate 
that the MO’s $,■•••$! and $ 3* have been replaced by 
cj^ 0— $/> an(j X3s; respectively. Evaluation of the 
second term proceeds as indicated before. In the 
ZDO approximation the integral [ij \ 3j3/ ]0 is a sum 
of integrals (2pz2pz | 3j3^) which can be evaluated 
according to the equation
(2pz2pz | 3s3s) =  (7rir | 3s3s) sin20+  (aa | 3j3j) cos20.
(mr | 3^3j) and (<t<t \ 3s3s) are Coulomb repulsion in­
tegrals between a Na 3j orbital and a carbon 2pr and
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2p„ orbital, respectively, and 0 is the angle between 
the Z axis and the vector connecting the C atom and 
the Na atom. For large C-Na distances, R, one can use 
the uniformly charged sphere27'28 or the multipole 
expansion model29 to evaluate these integrals. For 
2? > 4  A these two models give results which differ by 
less than 1.5%. For small C-Na distances the semi- 
empirical approach of Pariser and Parr28 can be used, 
according to which the expressions for the integrals 
become
(irn- [ 3s3j) =  ^ { (mr | mr) +  (3s3s 3s3s) } — a±R2—b±R,
(32a)
(aa 3rfï) =|{ (aa <r<r) +  (3s3s | 3s3j) } — a\\R?— b\\R,
(32b)
in which a±, bx, a\\, and Sn are adjustable constants. 
The value of (3s3s | 3j3.ï) can be calculated from the 
semiempirical expression30
(3s3s | 3s3s) = /N a— -En»
in which En» is the electron affinity of Na. Using values 
of 5.14 eV and 0 eV for / n,  and ËNa, respectively,19'31 
one finds
(3s3.y 35-3ï ) =5.14 eV.
Similarly, one finds30
(aa | aa) =  ( t t  tttt) = 10.53 eV.
For the actual calculations the uniformly charged 
sphere model was used for R > 6  A. For R < 6  A the 
Eqs. (32) were used. The parameters a±, b±, an, and 
Jll were determined by calculating (inr 13s3s) and 
(aa | 3.j3j) with the uniformly charged sphere model 
for R =  6 A and R =  8 A and solving the Eqs. (32) for 
these parameters. The following values were calculated: 
a,|=1.34 eV/A2, üu.= 1.37 eV /A2, *,,=  -7 .4 X 1 0 -2 
eV/A, and b±= -  7.7X 10~2 eV/A.
D. po
The procedure for the calculation of the coefficients 
c3si and a 3s outlined above proved to be unsatisfactory 
for the calculation of po because the coëfficiënt X6,3S 
occurring in the expression (21) for p0 became too large 
by an order of magnitude. This can be seen as follows. 
In the expression (22b) for X6,3j, the sum
5
X) 2[m | 6 3s]
»=1
should have a value of about 1 eV in order to provide 
for a reasonable mixing of the excited state2 ^ 6,38 with 
the zero-order ground state 2^ o- This sum is approxi- 
mately given by
6 5 5
X) 2pi | 6 3s]~c63* Z) 2pi 6 6]°+c3s6 J2 2pi [ 3^ 35]°. 
=^1 t—l i=l
(33)
It appears that the first sum in the right-hand side of 
this equation amounts to approximately 50 eV while 
the value of the second sum varies from 25 to 45 eV, 
depending upon the distance between the Na and the 
NI ion. Since it follows from Eq. (28) that C3S6~ —c63s, 
X6,3S becomes large leading to a ground state with a 
considerable amount of CT character, and with a Na 
hfsc much larger than observed experimentally. One 
way to avoid this difficulty is to change the ratio of 
css6 and c63<f by increasing c3s6 until the sums in Eq. (33) 
cancel. A more complete variational calculation than 
applied in our case might produce this result. However, 
theoretical zero order spin densities for the NaNl ion 
pair have been reported already in the literature by 
Goldberg and Bolton.14 We have used these zero-order 
spin densities rather than changing arbitrarily the 
constants in the MO $6 or $ 3s. The values used for p0 
are given in Table IV.
E. Conversion Parameter
For the calculation of the Na hfsc one needs a param­
eter to convert | X3«(rjv) |2 into gauss. The free atom 
value A (32S)/yefi~  316.081 G (see Table I) could be 
used, but this value takes into account not only the 
direct contribution of the 3s electron to the spin density 
at the metal nucleus, but also the indirect contribu­
tion arising from the polarization of the metal core. 
The free atom value may therefore seem to be too large. 
However, one can show that the spin density, which in 
the ion pair is present in xs«, produces through higher 
order excitations core polarization in approximately 
the same proportion as a full electron does in the free 
atom. An example of this was given by the first sum in 
Eq. (13). The use of the free atom value, therefore, 
automatically accounts for the desired amount of core 
polarization. In our calculations the above given value 
of A (32S)/'Ye?i was used.
F. Programs
Computations were performed on the Raytheon 706 
computer of the Chemistry Department of the Uni­
versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In addition, 
use was made of the facilities at the UNC computational 
center.
The formulas for the computation of the overlap 
integrals Si,ss and the formulas for the calculation of 
the repulsion integrals were incorporated in subroutines 
in the main program. The integrals [ i j  | kl~]a were cal­
culated with a separate routine.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the results of the calculations on the 
metal hfsc, a, in NaNl are presented and discussed. The 
contributions of various excitations to a are denoted 
by the same subscripts as the corresponding spin den­
sities, e.g., fli,8 corresponds to pi,s according to oli8=  
316.081Xpi,s G. For E-is, a value of —3.84 eV was used, 
which is the energy of $ 3s calculated for NaNl in DEE,
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T a b l e  IV. Zero-order spin densities at the Na nucleus in NaNl for different positions of the cation in the XZ plane
Data taken from Ref. (14).
F = 0 .0  A, 2 = 0.0 A X = 1.21  A, F = 0 .0  A
*(A) wXlO* X(A) PoX10s Z{ k ) PoXlO3 Z{ k ) PoXlO3
0.0 0.0 1.5 5.33 2.0 3.5 2.310.1 0.05 1.6 5.50 2.1 . . . 3.6 1.990.2 0.18 1.7 5.57 2.2 . . . 3.7 1.71
0.3 0.43 1.8 5.52 2.3 • . • 3.8 1.43
0.4 0.77 1.9 5.35 2.4 . . . 3.9 1.22
0.5 1.13 2.0 5.08 2.5 . . . 4.0 1.020.6 1.52 2.1 4.72 2.6 . . . 4.1 0.86
0.7 1.90 2.2 4.20 2.7 6.52 4.2 0.68
0.8 2.30 2.3 3.42 2.8 5.61 4.3 0.59
0.9 2.75 2.4 2.52 2.9 5.09 4.4 0.481.0 3.25 2.5 1.80 3.0 4.52 4.5 0.40
1.1 3.76 2.6 1.00 3.1 4.02 4.6
1.2 4.25 2.7 0.40 3.2 3.48 4.7 • • •
1.3 4.70 2.8 0.10 3.3 3.05 4.8 • • •
1.4 5.05 2.9 0.0 3.4 2.66 4.9 . . .
as explained in Sec. III. In addition, the variation of 
the first order contribution to the Na hfsc, a1; with a 
variation of E3s was investigated. E3s was allowed to 
vary between —3.30 and —4.40 eV (see Sec. III ).
The spin densities were calculated for the following 
positions of the Na ion:
(a) Positions above the center of one of the rings of 
NI at X =1.21  A, ¥ = 0 .0  A, and Z =  0.0—>6.0 A were 
chosen to investigate the effect of an increase of the 
interionic distance on the metal hfsc.
(b) Positions along the Z  axis at X  —0.0 A, F = 0.0 A, 
and Z =  0.0—>6.0 A. These positions are of interest since 
the zero order spin density vanishes at these positions 
and the spin density will arise from higher order effects 
alone.
(c) Positions on an axis parallel to the X  axis at 
X = 0.0—>6.0 i ,  F = 0 .0  A, and Z = 3 .0  A. These posi­
tions were chosen to investigate the variation of the 
metal hfsc when the metal moves at constant height 
above the plane of the NI ion.
The results are presented in the Figs. 2-4 and in 
Table V. To show the dependence of the different 
contributions to upon E3s, detailed results are given 
for the positions mentioned above under (a). For the 
positions mentioned under (b) and (c ), similar vari- 
ations were found. Although spin densities for positions 
closer to the anion than 2 A have probably no physical 
meaning,6 they have been included for the sake of 
completeness.
The Figs. 2 (a )-(d )  represent values for aAr and 
«Ar.M for positions of the Na ion above the center of 
one of the rings of Nl, for four different energies E3s. 
As an example, the contributions to öAr and öat.m from 
different excitations are given in Table V for Z =  2.5 A.
From the Figs. 2 (a )-(d ) it appears that öai-.m usually 
gives by far the largest contribution to a,. It was 
argued in Sec. II  that this could be expected, since 
aromatic-metal excitations produce CT states in which 
there is a large spin density at the metal nucleus. More- 
over, it was argued that flAr.M probably would be nega­
tive, which is confirmed by the results presented in the 
Figs. 2 (a )-(d ) . On the other hand, it appears from 
the same figures that a^i can be positive as well as nega­
tive and that its contribution to ax is small unless xis 
is strongly admixed with a ir MO of the aromatic ion. 
This occurs in our case for E3s—— 3.84 eV and —3.65 
eV, which energies are close to the energy of —3.748 eV 
of the MO €>8- For instance, for E3s=  —3.84 eV, the ad- 
mixture of X3* into $ 8 may become as high as 30% -40% 
for a few positions of the metal ion. When this occurs
T a b l e  V. Contributions from different excitations to the metal 
hfsc in NaNl as a function of E&. The position of the alkali ion in 
this example is at X = l . 2 1  A, F =  0.0 A and Z = 2.5 A, above 
the center of one of the rings of Nl.
1-3-';
- 4 .4 0  eV —3.84 eV -3 .6 5  eV —3.30 eV
« 1.8, gauss 
a4,8, gauss 
«Ar, gauss
-0 .131
0.065
-0 .0 6 6
-0 .6 3 7
0.302
-0 .3 3 5
0.532
-0 .2 4 9
0.283
0.095
-0 .04 3
0.052
ai,3„  gauss 
a2 ,3s, gauss 
0 4 ,3», gauss 
«Ar,M, gauss
> -0 .6 1 7  
-0 .2 8 5  
-0 .1 3 4  
-1 .0 3 7
0.130
-0 .1 8 3
-0 .3 4 6
-0 .3 9 8
-1 .0 0 7
-0 .16 1
0.220
-0 .9 4 8
-0 .4 8 6
-0 .1 3 0
0.018
-0 .59 8
Oi, gauss -1 .1 0 2 -0 .73 3 -0 .6 6 5 -0 .5 4 6
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the excitations 1—>8 and 4—>8 in fact correspond to 
excited states which have again a large amount of 
CT character, and it is not surprising that in these 
cases «Ar gives a substantial contribution to oi.
(c)
(d )
F i g . 2. Contributions to the Na hfsc in NaNl from local 
aromatic excitations, oad and from aromatic-metal cross excita­
tions, ctAr.M, vs the position of the Na ion above the center of 
one of the rings of the Nl ion (X=1.21 A, F =0.0 a, and Z =  
0.0—>6.0 A), for £ 3,= -3 .3 0  eV (Fig. 2a), -3 .65  eV (Fig. 2b), 
-3 .8 4  eV (Fig. 2c), and -4 .4 0  eV (Fig. 2d).
F ig . 3. First-order contribution, oi, to the Na hfsc in NaNl 
vs the position of the Na ion above the center of one of the rings 
of the Nl ion (X  =1.21 A, F=0.0 A, and Z = 0.0—>6.0 A), for 
£ 3»=  —3.30, -3 .65 , -3 .84 , and -4 .4 0  eV.
In Fig. 3 the values of a1 are presented for the same 
positions as in the Figs. 2. These data demonstrate that, 
although the contributions from various excitations 
to a,i may vary strongly with a variation of E3s (see 
Table V and Figs. 2), ai itself varies smoothly with 
Eu- Even strong mixing of X3s with an antibonding MO 
of the aromatic ion does not affect this smooth de- 
pendence of «i upon E3s. This may indicate that the 
different first-order excitations have probably been 
taken into account in a proper way in the calculations.
Finally, in the Figs. 4 (a )-4 (c ) the values of the total 
hfsc for the positions mentioned above under (a), (b), 
and (c) are presented. From these figures it appears 
that in different regions of space the metal hfsc may 
have different signs and that, consequently, the sign 
of the metal hfsc may change with a change in the posi­
tion of the cation. The data in the Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) 
show that in the region around the Y Z  plane, which is 
an antisymmetry plane of the first antibonding MO of 
Nl, the metal hfsc is negative. Around this region, a0 
is zero or very small and the total hfsc is nearly com- 
pletely determined by the first-order contribution to 
the hfsc, ai, which is negative. Figure 4(b) shows that, 
as the Na ion moves away from the plane of the aro­
matic ion, the metal hfsc may change sign and become 
negative before leveling o ff to zero, apparently because 
a0 dies away faster with increasing interionic separa- 
tion than a\. A  change in sign also occurs as the alkali 
ion moves away from the center of the molecule along 
the X  axis as is clear from Fig. 4 (c ) .
The results presented here allow a discussion of the 
dependence of the sign of the metal hfsc upon the atomic 
number of the alkali nucleus, Z M, and the dependence 
of sign and magnitude of the metal hfsc upon the tem­
pera ture (see the Introduction).
A. Dependence on Zu
Three parameters may vary systematically with a 
systematic change in Zm: the energy of the valence 
s AO of the metal, Ens, the position of the alkali ion
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(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Na hfsc a in NaNl vs the position of the Na ion 
above the center of the NI ion (X =0 .0  A, F=0.0 A, and Z = 0.0—> 
6.0 A), for £ 3,=  —3.84 eV; (b) Na hfsc a in NaNl vs the position 
of the Na ion above the center of one of the rings of the NI ion 
(X=1.21 A, F =0.0 A, and Z = 2.7—>6.0 A) for E&= — 3.85 eV; 
(c) Na hfsc a in NaNl vs the position of the Na ion on an axis 
parallel to the X  axis (X  =  0.0->6.0 A, F=0.0 A, Z = 3  0 a ) 
for E *=  -3 .8 4  eV. ’
over the plane of the aromatic ion and the overlap in- 
tegrals Si,ns.
Ens depends on the ionization potential of the 
alkali atom, which decreases regularly from Li to Cs. 
However, according to Eq. (27), Ens will depend more 
on solvent and anion. Since the trend of the metal 
hfsc to become negative with increasing Z u seems to 
be independent of solvent or aromatic ion, the change 
in Ens with Zu can probably not account for this trend.
A similar argument applies for the dependence of the 
sign on the position of the alkali ion. For the case of 
Nl, one might argue that for larger cations a position 
near the center of the anion, where there is a negative
spin density, is more likely than for smaller cations on 
account of Coulomb forces. Theoretical support for 
this assumption has been reported in the literature.12’14 
Although this reasoning may be valid for Nl, it is diffi- 
cult to see how similar arguments would apply for any 
radical ion pair. Nevertheless, the change in sign from 
positive to negative with increasing Zu  has been ob- 
served for instance for ion pairs of naphthalene, an- 
thracene, and biphenyl, and this trend seems to be 
independent of the anion. The dependence of the sign 
of the metal hfsc upon the position of the alkali ion can, 
therefore, probably not provide the explanation for the 
observed trend.
The third parameter on which the metal coupling 
constant depends is the overlap of x™ with the various 
MO’s of the anion. The value of the overlap integral 
Si,m depends on the number of nodes in the MO 
$i° and upon the polarization of this MO by the alkali 
ion. As the number of nodes in <3?,° increases, Si,ns 
will decrease and so, in general, Si,ns will be smaller 
for antibonding MO’s than for bonding MO’s. This 
is demonstrated by the data in Table VI, which gives 
the value of Si,ns for different MO’s in a NaNl ion 
pair. On the other hand, electrostatic polarization 
of the ir MO’s may affect the values of Si,ns appre- 
ciably.14’32 This effect is characteristic for the alkali 
ion and is important mainly for the smaller ions like 
Li+ and Na+. For instance, for NaNl polarization of 
$6° may increase S6,3s almost by an order of magni­
tude.14 It may also be expected that the overlap of x«« 
with antibonding M O’s is more sensitive towards po­
larization effects than the overlap with bonding MO’s: 
overlap with bonding MO’s will usually be large regard- 
less whether or not polarization effects are taken into 
account. It can be concluded that for small cations 
Si,m will be large for both bonding and antibonding 
MO’s $i°, while for large cations S,-,„s will be large for 
the bonding M O’s, especially the lower ones, and small 
for the antibonding MO’s.
The zero- and first-order contribution to the metal 
hfsc depend differently on these overlap integrals. 
a0 depends on the overlap of x«s with the first anti-
T a b l e  VI. Values of the overlap integral Si,is of with 
different Huckel MO’s 4>i° of Nl for different positions of the Na 
ion above the center of one of the rings of Nl. No polarization of 
the MO’s was taken into account.
MO
X=1.21 A, F= 
Z =
0.0 A
2.0 A 2.5 A 3.0 A 3.5 A 4.0 A
1 0.206 0.218 0.201 0.168 0.130
2 -0 .0 6 4 -0 .073 -0 .0 6 9 -0 .057 -0 .0 4 4
4 0.022 0.022 0.020 0.017 0.013
6 -0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001
8 - 0.011 -0 .0 0 9 -0 .0 0 7 -0 .0 0 6 -0 .005
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bonding MO, while ai depends by means of the 
aromatic-metal cross excitations mainly upon the 
overlap of Xm with the bonding MO’s of the anion. 
The preceding argument, thereforé, shows that with 
an increase in the size of the cation the contribu­
tion of % to the total hfsc will gain importance over 
a0. Since «i can be expected to be negative, whereas 
aa is always positive, the total hfcs will show a tendency 
to become more negative if the size of the alkali ion 
increases. Further calculations and experiments have 
to be performed to test this explanation.
B. Dependence TJpon the Temperature
It was mentioned in the Introduction that three 
models have been proposed in the literature to explain 
the temperature dependence of the metal hfsc in alkali 
radical ion pairs: the vibrational model of Atherton 
and Weissman, the equilibrium model of Hirota and 
Kreilick, and Hogen-Esch and Smid, and the static 
model of Chang, Slates, and Swarc. Their implications 
will be discussed briefly in the following on the basis of 
the results presented in this section.
Aono and Oohashi, using the vibrational model,12 
calculated that from 200 to 300°K the root-mean- 
square amplitude of the vibration of the Na ion in a 
NaNl ion pair would increase by approximately 0.2 A. 
According to Fig. 4 (c ), this would correspond with a 
slope of the a vs T  curve of about 0.1-0.3 G/100°C. 
This is of the same order of magnitude as the slope 
observed for instance for NaNl in 2-methyltetrahydro- 
furan (0.4 g/100°C]) ,  but it is appreciably lower than 
the slope observed for instance for NaNl in tetrahydro- 
furan (TH F ) .1 Further, the limited experimental evi- 
dence available until now seems to indicate that, when- 
ever a change in sign occurs with a change in temper­
ature the change is from positive to negative with 
decreasing temperature.4'6'8 There is no general way to 
explain this by invoking the vibrational model, although 
for the special case of an alkali NI ion pair the vibra­
tional model could account for such a change in sign, 
as Fig. 4 (c) shows, provided the minimum in the po­
tential energv well of the cation is over thè 9-10 bond 
of Nl.
The equilibrium model explains in a natural way the 
large slope in the a vs T plot measured for NaNl in 
THF on the assumption that there exists a temper­
ature dependent equilibrium between contact and sol­
vent separated ion pairs. The existence of solvent sepa- 
rated ion pairs accounts for the observation that the 
metal hfsc may be zero even if ion pairing occurs, which 
is difficult to explain on the basis of the vibrational 
model. Figures 4 show that for the Na hfsc to be zero, 
the interionic distance in the ion pair must be of the 
order of 4-6 A which is consistent with the idea that 
solvent molecules actually separate the ions. The 
equilibrium model does not explain the occurrence of 
a change in sign of the metal hfsc with temperature nor
the occurrence of positive and negative slopes in the 
same a vs T  curve at different temperatures as was 
observed for instance for Cs biphenyl ion pairs.5
The static model relates the temperature dependence 
of the metal hfsc to the change in the solvation of the 
alkali ion with temperature. As the solvation changes, 
the position of the cation over the plane of the anion 
as well as the distance to this plane may vary and Figs. 4 
show that the sign of the metal hfsc as well as the sign 
of the slope of the a vs T  curve may change then. Es- 
pecially towards lower temperatures, as the solvation 
of the cation increases, the distance between alkali ion 
and anion will increase which may result in a change in 
sign of the metal hfsc from positive to negative as 
Fig. 4 (b) shows. This can be related again to the 
polarizing influence of the cation: as the interionic dis­
tance increases, polarization effects will decrease, which 
causes a0 to fall off more rapidly than Oi. Since the latter 
can be expected to be negative and a0 is always posi­
tive, the total coupling constant may show a tendency 
to become negative at iow temperatures.
It can be concluded that, using a combination of the 
vibrational model and the equilibrium or the static 
model, one can probably in most cases account for the 
variation of the metal hfsc with temperature.
Finally, it is remarked that an experimental check 
of the calculations is not possible as long as the position 
of the Na ion in the NaNl ion pair has not been estab- 
lished experimentally. The results presented here com- 
bined with the observation that the sign of the Na hfsc 
in NaNl is positive8 seem to indicate that the position 
of the Na ion is above one of the rings of the Nl mole­
cule, for which conclusion there is theoretical evi- 
dence.12’14 Hopefully, experiments on single crystals of 
alkali radical ion pairs may provide more insight in the 
structure of these ion pairs.33
V. CONCLUSION
The results presented in the preceding section show 
that the procedure used for the calculation of the first- 
order spin density gives results of the correct order of 
magnitude. The difficulties experienced with the cal­
culation of the zero order spin density can possibly be 
avoided by using an improved variational procedüre. 
The calculations have clearly demonstrated that for an 
estimate of the total spin density at the metal nucleus, 
it is not sufficiënt to calculate the zero order spin den­
sity alone: the first-order contribution to the spin 
density is often of the same order of magnitude and will 
usually have a different sign. Most important seems to 
be the conclusion that the metal hfsc may have different 
signs in different regions of space. Particularly where 
there is an antisymmetry plane in the first antibonding 
MO of the aromatic ion, a region of negative spin den­
sity will occur. The observation that the metal hfsc 
has a tendency to become negative with increasing 
atomic number of the alkali nucleus was related to the
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polarizing power of the alkali ions: electrostatic po- 
larization of the ir M O’s enhances the zero-order spin 
density compared to the first-order spin density. Thus, 
going from small, strongly polarizing ions to large, 
weakly polarizing ions the total spin density will in- 
creasingly be determined by the first-order, negative, 
spin density and thus show a tendency to become nega­
tive. This explanation can be checked by performing 
calculations on Rb-radical ion pairs. The change in 
sign of the metal hfsc observed for some systems upon 
a lowering of the temperature could be explained on 
the basis of either the vibrational model of Atherton 
and Weissman or the static model. In general, by combin- 
ing the features of the vibrational model with those of 
the equilibrium model or the static model one will be 
able to explain the temperature dependence of the 
metal hfsc in most cases. It is pointed out, however, 
that for a shallow potential energy well of the alkali 
ion in the ion pair the distinction between the vibra­
tional and the equilibrium model may become mean- 
ingless.
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APPENDIX
In the following, it is shown how the value of the spin 
density at the nucleus in a free alkali atom can be ob- 
tained from spectroscopie data. For the analysis the 
theory for the hyperfine structure in atomic spectra will 
be used.34 For our purposes we consider the fine struc­
ture terms w25i/2, n2Pyi, and n2P 3/2, in which the un- 
paired electron is present in the valence ns orbital 
(n2S) or the valence np orbital (n2P ), respectively. The 
fine structure levels are split by the hyperfine inter- 
action between the total angular momentum J = L + S  
and the magnetic moment of the nucleus, where L repre- 
sents the orbital angular momentum and S the electron 
spin angular momentum. The energy of each hyper­
fine level depends only on the total spin F, given bv 
F = J + I , where I is the nuclear spin angular momen­
tum.
The distance Wp of the hfs levels, belonging to a 
particular term, to the center of gravity of this term 
is given, in energy units, by34
^ = U / 2 , C + B 3- / 2 C ( C + I > - 2 W + 1 ) / ( / + 1 )
in which C = F (iT+ l ) —/ ( / + 1 ) —/ ( / + 1 ) .  A  and B 
characterize, respectively, the magnetic and the quad- 
rupole interaction between the nucleus and the elec- 
trons of the atom ( fo r /< ^ ,  B = 0).
The magnetic constants pertaining to our problem, 
are denoted by A (n2S) , al/2 and a3/2 for the terms n2Si/2, 
» 2Pi/2, and n?P3/2, respectively. Thus, for the energy 
difference between the two hyperfine levels with 
f = / + è  and P —I —\ of the term n2Si/i, one finds, 
using Eq. (A l) ,
W Hlli- W i . V2= U ( n 2S) X  ( 2 /+ 1 ) . (A2)
For the energy difïerences between the hfs levels of 
the other terms, similar equations hold. Thus, from a 
knowledge of the energy difïerences between the hfs 
levels, the constants A (n2S ), ai/2, and «3/2 can be de­
termined.
In general, there are three interactions that con- 
tribute to the magnetic constant:
(a) the Fermi contact (Fc) interaction,
(b) the interaction between the nuclear magnetic 
moment and the orbital momentum of the electrons,
(c) the magnetic point dipole interaction between 
the nuclear spin and the electron spin.
A (n2S) is only determined by the Fc interaction 
and is given by
A  (n2S) =  (87v/3)yeyNh2P(n2S) , (A3)
in which p(n2S) is the spin density at the metal nucleus 
in the n2S state of the free atom. Eq. (A3) has a form 
analogous to that of Eq. (14). A (n2S) can be obtained 
directly from Eq. (A 2 ). Values of A (n2S) for different 
alkali isotopes have been given in Table I.
All three above mentioned interactions contribute 
to ai/2 and a3/2. The contributions of the Fc interaction 
are usually denoted by ac, 1/2 and ac,3/2, while the sums 
of the other two contributions are usually denoted by 
®d,i/2 and cii,3/2. Thus,
ö i / 2=  ö c ,l /2+ f l d , l / 2i 
« 3 / 2 =  f fc ,3 / 2 + 0 < J ,3 / 2 -
(A4a)
(A4b)
2 / ( / + l ) 2 7 ( / + l )
(A l)
If volume and relativistic corrections are neglected,34 
the following relations hold between « Cli/2, öc,3/2, aa.i/i, 
and a<j,3/217:
o-c, i/2=  —ac,z/2, (A5a)
0'd,l/2— 5(ld,3/2- (A5b) 
Since ac,3/2 is given by17
ac,3/2={Sir/9)jeyNfi2p(n2P ),  (A6)
x
one obtains from the Eqs. (14) and (A 4 )-(A 6)
A (n 2P) = |  (5 3^/2— 01/2). (A7)
With the help of this equation, A (n2P) can be calcu­
lated from the values of «3/2 and « 1/2 obtained from op-
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tical double resonance, atomic beam, and level Crossing 
experiments.
The validity of Eq. (A5b) has been questioned in 
the literature. Lyons et al,35 have argued that this 
equation is strictly valid only for a single partiele ap- 
proach and that the correct value for the constant in 
this equation is expected to differ from 5. By using 
Brueckner-Goldstone many-body theory, they showed 
that for Li the ratio of dd.u2 and ^ ,3/2 is equal to 5.35 and 
that the value of A (n2P ) for Li equals — 28.7 M c/sec 
instead of —31.6 M c/sec, as calculated from Eq. (A7). 
They indicated a high accuracy for their result (1.5%) 
which seems to be granted by the success of the many 
body theory in predicting the hfs constants for Li and 
other atoms.35'36 Svanberg and Rydberg37 calculated 
for Cs a value of 6.95 instead of 5 for the proportionality 
constant in Eq. (A5b), which changes A (n2P) for 
Cs133 from —13 M c/sec, as calculated from Eq. (A 7 ), 
to + 2 8  M c/sec. For Na, K, and Rb, however, Eq. (A7) 
had to be used since the correct value of the propor­
tionality constant in Eq. (A5b) is not known for these 
elements. As in the case of Cs, the use of the correct 
value would probably result in larger values of A (nlP ) . 
The changes, however, can be expected to be not so 
large as to invalidate the discussion of the local metal 
excitations given in Sec. II.
The values of A (n2P ) have been given for different 
alkali isotopes in Table I. For Na and K  the sign of 
A (n 2P) is uncertain. This is because for these metals 
A (n 2P ), as calculated from Eq. (A7), is of the same 
order of magnitude as the reported errors in the con­
stants öi/2 and « 3/2-
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